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Chapter 1

The General 
Snowpack  situation 
Winter 2017/18

The winter of  2017/18 can be characterised as a 
severely cold winter with very strong winds from the 
east with airmass origins from the Siberian Arctic. In 
most forecast areas this presented periods of 
persistent instability and a lingering hazard from the 
threat of large sized avalanches in a number of 
popular locations. 

Photo SAIS Southern Cairngorms. P Noble



Cold temperatures and high wind speeds throughout the Scottish highlands 
during the winter presented challenging conditions for avalanche forecasters  
carrying out hazard assessments in the field. However the additional effect of 
prolonged cold temperatures and dynamic weather cycles providing different 
snow conditions presented a pattern which had  a significant effect on snow 
pack stability. 

As highlighted by the Met Offices National 
Climate Information Centre this years winter 
was notable in that the lowest temperature 
reached -14.℃ was on the summit of 
Cairngorm, however in combination with the 
strong winds wind chill temperatures 
approached -30.℃ the lowest temperatures 
recorded in at least the  last 25 years. see fig 1 

All mountain areas were affected by these conditions which generally produced a 
weak snowpack due to the varying layers of snowpack density being subject to a 
temperature gradient regime. Snow grains in soft layers changed shape 
developing into loose, sugar like facetted crystals which were subsequently 
buried by dense snow layers. ( see movie clip 1.1 [apple iBooks])  These presented 
a persistent weak layer (PWL) in the snowpack, in the Northern Cairngorms there 
were four notable periods; 25 days in January, the first 15 days of Feb, 22 days of 
March and the first 5 days of April. In the February period  additionally Glencoe, 
Lochaber, Creag Meagaidh, Torridon and the Southern Cairngorms identified 
PWL in the snowpack. This presented the significant possibility of both natural 

and human triggered avalanche activity and was therefore highlighted in SAIS 
forecasts and social media.  

These conditions were only 
alleviated when short periods of 
thaw saturated the snowpack to 
depth. Mid February saw very large 
avalanche activity on Glas Maol in 
the Southern Cairngorms  and in 
the Northern Corries in the 
Northern Cairngorms, failing on the 
the identified weak layers. During 
this period 11 human triggered 
avalanches also occurred. 

A calm period followed to mid March with a stabilised snowpack in all areas. 
Cold temperatures, heavy snow, blizzards and strong winds followed, overlying 
soft weak layers and presenting significant avalanche  hazard in all areas. Many 
areas of the UK were affected, a reported avalanche from the Isle of Wight ran 
onto the A3055 near Blackgang Chine! In Scotland many natural avalanches were 
recorded during this cold and wintry period which ran into the first weeks of April. 
During this period 7 human triggered avalanches took place, predominantly in 
Lochaber and Glencoe. Thereafter, a thaw period provided numerous spring 
natural avalanches which marked the last unstable period and the close of winter 
soon after.
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Movie 1.1 Snowpack field observation 
of persistent weak layer. Northern 
Cairngorms March 2018

(viewable in apple iBooks)

Fig 1 ( expandable in Apple iBooks)

SAIS Creag Meagaidh



Chapter 2

SAIS 
Operation 

Avalanche hazard information is provided on a daily 
basis in the following 6 main mountain areas of 
Scotland : -The Torridon region, Northern 
Cairngorms, Southern Cairngorms, Creag Meagaidh, 
Lochaber and Glencoe.  Avalanche hazard 
assessment is achieved by traveling through the 
mountains on foot or ski, carrying out snow profiles 
and field observations, in combination with other 
factors.

Photo SAIS Northern Cairngorms



Having carried out snow observations and avalanche hazard 
evaluations in the field, the SAIS forecaster will begin to compile 

the avalanche forecast at the area base. A weather forecast 
provided by the Aberdeen Met Office team and discussion with 
the on duty weather forecaster (usually around mid afternoon) 
provides information which enables us to determine weather 
effects on snow distribution and snowpack stability.  An 
avalanche hazard forecast is then produced and after discussion 
and verification  between forecasters and the SAIS coordinator, 
an avalanche report is published.

Avalanche hazard reports are produced by SAIS Avalanche 
Forecasters who have many years experience of avalanche 
hazard assessment ( in most cases over 15yrs). Forecasters 
undergo a verification process on a regular basis, to meet the 
relevant SAIS observer and forecaster standards and carry out 
annual continual professional development. Additionally, 
Forecasters are experienced and committed climbers, skiers and 
outdoor enthusiasts who are required to be  competent in all the 
skills necessary for safe travel in the most challenging of winter 
conditions. The team comprise IFMGA mountain guides, 
instructors and avalanche experts from many countries. Their 
experience and professionalism is integral to providing a trusted 
avalanche forecasting service and safe operational practice. 
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SAIS Forecaster carrying out field observations

Paul Moores Mark Diggins Kathy Grindrod Andy Cunningham

Arthur Paul Graham Moss Sam Noble Blair Fyffe

Tom Rupar Paul Noble Colin Bruce Sandy Allan

Wes Sterritt Keith Miller Alastair Cain Brian Morrison

SAIS Avalanche Forecast Team

SAIS. N Cairngorms Photo M Diggins



Chapter 3

Avalanche 
Hazard 
Information 
Analysis of the snow layers is carried out by making 
observations in snow-profile. Once excavated, snow 
grain size and type, hardness of layers, temperatures 
taken at regular intervals in the snowpack, ground to 
the snow surface are recorded. This information 
provides valuable information regarding the processes 
that are taking place between grains and layers. 
Additionally, observing how the snow ‘behaves’ 
between layers with tests, enables us to get an 
indication of snow stability. These observations play a 
part in the assessment of a mountain landscape and 
help us determine the overall avalanche hazard as we 
travel to different aspects and altitudes in oder to 
determine any hazard distribution.

Photo: SAIS Glencoe.    M Diggins



The number of operational days for the avalanche service was 120 days for each 
SAIS avalanche forecast area.

All areas were subject to longer cold airmass periods than in previous years with 
a resultant greater number of Considerable hazard days than in previous years

Of the 30 recorded human triggered avalanches in winter 17/18:

2 occurred on High hazard days.

19 occurred on Considerable  hazard days.

5 occurred on Moderate hazard days.

4 occurred Low hazard days.

it is to be expected that most avalanche occurrences would be at Considerable 
hazard level. However the instances during the winter of human triggered 
avalanches at Low and Moderate levels highlights the importance of recognising 
that avalanche hazard can still be present at lower hazard levels. As described  
the European Avalanche Danger scale “ Human triggered avalanches is generally 
possible only from high additional loads ( eg multiple people in proximity) in 
isolated areas of very steep extreme terrain (+35 degrees). Only small and 
medium size natural avalanches possible. Generally safe travel conditions.” In the 
UK, recreational activity frequently takes place in steep and extreme places 
where isolated snowpack hazards may lurk. Additionally, Moderate hazard levels 
also require vigilance in terrain and good spacing to avoid high additional loads  
(multiple persons in proximity) on a slope.

Avalanche Hazard reports
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Northern Cairngorms Southern Cairngorms

Glencoe Lochaber

Torridon Creag MeagaidhHazard	levels Low Moderate Considerable High

The Cuillin,  Isle of Skye from Arisaig. G Moss Lochaber



Chapter 4

Avalanche 
Occurrences

Recorded avalanches are a compilation of observed 
avalanche occurrences from SAIS forecaster 
observations in the 6 areas of operation and 
submitted reports from members of the public.

SAIS Northern Cairngorms.  Natural release on weak facet layer. 
Avalanches size 3.  March  2018 



Reporting avalanches on the SAIS website is invaluable in providing direct 
stability information to other mountain users as well as illustrating the cycle of 
long term snow pack evolution following unstable periods. Avalanche reports 
once verified not only provide valuable information for our records, but most 
importantly, provide clear, real time hazard information. This provides the 
mountain traveller with key stability information which helps the planning process 
and especially the  avalanche situation in mountain terrain.  Logically field 
observations and the reporting of avalanche occurrences require good visibility 
and clear vantage points, usually from roads and paths. 

Therefore without good visibility and visual observation throughout the 
landscape,  and every day of the season it can be assumed that a far greater 
number of avalanches have occurred in places unseen than have been recorded. 
The total number of seasonal avalanches recorded on the SAIS website only 
provides a general estimate  but does give an indication of a winter seasons 
snowpack stability.

The total number of avalanche occurrences recorded by the SAIS for the winter 
of 2017/18 was 260. 

Of this number, 230 were natural and/or cornice triggered 30 were human  
triggered, some avalanche occurrences were minor, in that small releases 
occurred, but others were more significant and resulted in people being carried 
down by the avalanche, some with very lucky escapes. 

Human triggered avalanches

Of the 30 avalanches  triggered by people: 

13 avalanches were purposefully triggered by SAIS personnel/ski patrol during 
the avalanche hazard assessment process, 

11 were triggered by persons on ski or snowboard. 

19 avalanche occurrences were triggered by people on foot (walking or climbing). 

In total 20 persons were involved in avalanche incidents as members of a party 
( the sum total of all persons in triggering groups),:

10 people in total were carried down by avalanches.

0  fatalities due to avalanche activity were recorded during the season.
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10 year total. Number of reported human triggered avalanches 2008/9 - 2017/18 (no of 
fatalities in brackets)

10 year total. Number of reported human triggered avalanches 2008/9 - 2017/18 (no of 
fatalities in brackets)

10 year total. Number of reported human triggered avalanches 2008/9 - 2017/18 (no of 
fatalities in brackets)

10 year total. Number of reported human triggered avalanches 2008/9 - 2017/18 (no of 
fatalities in brackets)

10 year total. Number of reported human triggered avalanches 2008/9 - 2017/18 (no of 
fatalities in brackets)

2008/9 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

4+?(3) 36(5) 18(1) 28(0) 19(8)

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

25(0) 30(1) 46(3) 10(0) 30(0)



Chapter 5

Reaching The 
Public

SAIS Avalanche Reports are accessible by mobile 
phone, tablets and computers. Condensed 
avalanche report summaries are also available via 
twitter feed. SAIS reports are also posted in a 
variety of locations such as ski stations, tourist 
offices and retail outlets. 

Photo SAIS N Cairngorm



Avalanche Report views for the period between Dec 2017 and 
April 2018  was 285,000.

SAIS Blogs

Our blogs are used by the public 
to access information about 
mountain conditions and snow 
cover, the SAIS avalanche team 
members on the mountains daily 
and can therefore provide 
information which is useful as a 
reference in the planning 
process. During the winter period 
period between mid Dec 2017 
and mid April 2018 (4 month 
period) the blogs were viewed 
715,590 times. 

Be Avalanche Aware App

Android app version has had 2.500 installs.

iOS   app version has had 6,351 installs - and has been utilised 
25,000 times.
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link to download on Apple iStore

 Photo SAIS  P Noble , South Cairngorms
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Chapter 6

Developments 

The SAIS is continually developing its product by 
engaging with avalanche forecast agencies 
worldwide both in Europe (EAWS) and further afield.

Attendance at international conferences such as the 
biennial Snow Science Workshops (ISSW) and 
membership of international avalanche groups 
provides opportunities to exchange views and 
experiences and to keep abreast of developments 
and research.  Collaborating on subjects relating to 
snow science, human behaviour and communication 
methods ensures a consistency of approach.

 Photo: SAIS Bein A Bhuird S Cairngorm P Noble.



The European Avalanche warning services comprise 29 avalanche warning services 
from 16 countries. This year modifications to the European Avalanche danger scale 
that were agreed in an EAWS conference in Munich 2017 were published and have 
been adopted by all avalanche services as the new definition.

The EAWS Technical advisory board stated; “Today, most fatalities are from 
backcountry travel and off piste skiing. Size 2 and 3 avalanches are typically fatal for 
these groups. In some languages “Small” and “Medium” were considered too 
harmless and did not communicate the danger well. They were not intuitive to 
backcountry users and called at least one category larger. Shifting the size names, 
but not the size numbers, significantly improves the communication with and within 
the user groups having most fatalities. The definition of the danger levels doesn’t 
change at all. Size 5 avalanches occur very seldom and have exceptional 
dimensions. “Extremely large” is a better name for this size. 

Size 1 is renamed Small (sluff) (previously “Harmless/sluff”) 
Size 2 is renamed Medium (previously “Small”) 
Size 3 is renamed Large (previously “Medium”) 
Size 4 is renamed Very large (previously “Large”) 
Size 5 is renamed Extremely large (previously “Very large”)

These changes also affect the wording in the 
description of the avalanche triggering probability in 
the European Avalanche Danger Scale  see SAIS 
version opposite or follow link to SAIS site.

In October 2018 the International Snow 
Science Workshop was held in Innsbruck 
Austria. These meetings provide an 
opportunity to collaborate and benefit 
from the latest research and practices 
from avalanche services and institutions 
that take part from all around the world. 
Members of the SAIS forecast team had 
the opportunity to attend the conference 
and will carry forward any practices that 
could enhance the SAIS public avalanche information provision, and forecaster 
decision making consistency.
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Fig 1 (expandable in Apple Ibooks) or use link 

tap to expand ( Apple iBooks)

ISSW was attended by l to r Andy Townsend, Graham Moss, Mark Diggins, 
Keith Miller, Tom Rupar and Paul Moores

 Photo SAIS  M Diggins , N Cairngorms

https://www.sais.gov.uk/glencoe/
https://www.sais.gov.uk/glencoe/
https://issw2018.com/en/
https://issw2018.com/en/
https://issw2018.com/en/
https://issw2018.com/en/


In 2011 the "Be Avalanche Aware" initiative was developed following a 
collaboration between many agencies and groups  from throughout the UK and 
further afield with the objective of addressing the avalanche situation in Scotland. 
Organised by the Snow and Avalanche Foundation of Scotland (SAFOS) and 
managed by the SAIS the BAA leaflet was introduced in the winter of 2013. 

The  BAA leaflet outlines the decision making process and 
fundamental considerations for assessing avalanche hazard 
in the winter mountains. For the first time the BAA initiative 
provided a guideline framework for those going into the 
winter mountains. The leaflet designed from the outset as 
being a paper version of the BAA app, this has now been 
superseded  by the app itself which presents the 
information in a simpler and progressive way.  

Development would not have been possible without donations and funding. 
Funding for the app and other such initiatives are wholly dependent on donations 
and financial support.  We are extremely grateful for the seed money, provided by 
the Glencoe Ski Club and the Daniel Maddox fund that enabled app development 
to start, this was followed by a significant donation from WL Gore R&D UK. 
Following this, donations from the Chris Walker Memorial Trust, Mountain 
Training Scotland, Mountain Training England, Scottish Mountain Trust and 
sportscotland have been instrumental in allowing us to create something that will 
be of fundamental use to all mountain enthusiasts and professionals.

Donations are always welcome for both the continued development of the BAA 
app and other potential initiatives that will inform and help all those that visit the 
winter mountains of the Scottish Highlands, wether on foot, ski, snowboard or 
climbers scaling the icy winter cliffs and gullies.

If you would like to donate please contact the SAIS coordinator at  co-
ordinator@sais.gov.uk for further information about the charitable trust fund and 
ways to donate.

For information on the features and how to use the app please follow the link 
below.

As well as providing an intuitive set of guidelines to help users with the decision 
making process, features such as; an essential system for ensuring you receive 
current avalanche avalanche reports and for whichever SAIS area you are in, is 
carried out using your phones location services, mountain info blogs providing 
photos and clips which illustrate conditions and other info to help you decide 
where to go in the highlands, notifications, and tools to help with determining 
critical slope angles, a slope aspect tool that help orientation on OS maps so that 
you will always identify what direction the slope you are on faces and which can 
be related to the SAIS avalanche hazard for your location. 
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Chapter 7

Funding, Support 
and Sponsorship

The SAIS is supported by many agencies and organisations 
who provide help in many ways, supplying essential 
information, equipment, clothing and, the provision of 
facilities from where we carry out our operations and 
mountain access. 

We are very grateful for the help we are given and would 
like to thank all those who provide the support we need 
which enables us to carry out our work more effectively.

Essentially though our core funding is from sportscotland,  
this has enabled the provision of public daily avalanche 
forecasts from the launch of the service 30 years ago. 
Additionally, it allows us to maintain the quality of the SAIS 
forecaster team who gather avalanche hazard information 
from the Scottish mountains every day of the winter.

Photo: SAIS Torridon M Diggins 



 

We are pleased to continue our relationship with Mountain 
Equipment who provide  us with well designed and functional 
equipment that works well in all the weather conditions that we 
are faced with during a Scottish winter. Good clothing  allows us 
to carry out our job with confidence, comfort and with protection 
from the elements.

 

Collaboration continues with WL GORE & Associates, our work 
environment providing appropriate diverse weather conditions 
and the variety of mountain activities needed for the field testing 
of GORE-TEX & Wind-stopper fabrics and the development of 
the GORETEX PRO fabric. Real world feedback from the SAIS 
forecast team is used as part of their research and development 
process for developing next generation technologies.

Back Country Access avalanche transceivers, shovels and 
avalanche probes are provided to the SAIS by UK distributors 
Mountain Sports and are used daily by the SAIS avalanche  
forecast team when carrying out field observations and making 
hazard evaluations for public avalanche reports.

We are provided with media resources to enable us to capture 
images and movie clips which are used to enhance condition 
reports for our blogs and for other public information initiatives.
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 Photo SAIS  M Diggins , South Cairngorms


